
Blofield Neighbourhood Plan: Consultation Conversation 

 

Meeting with Margaret Harker Hall Committee on 25 March 2015 
 

Rachel Leggett introduced herself and outlined the purpose and the process of producing a Neighbourhood 
Plan. The committee members present included reps from the Gardening Club, BAD Players, Over 65's, 
Badminton and Tennis clubs. Three major user groups were missing, Play Group, Scouts and the football 
club. 
 
The aim was to look at 3 of the broad objectives; in practice the discussions centred on Social & Cultural and 
Transport & Connectivity. 
 
Social & Cultural: what is needed? 
 

• More activities, clubs, events for older people. Encourage/enable people to get out & about during 
the day. So more facilities to to enable this. 

• MHH is fully booked in evenings, so new groups can't use it e.g drama group has very limited access 
to stage, and daytime bookings dedicated to playgroup in term-time. 

• Scope for an additional hall – particularly thinking of potential growth in demand? 
• B Heath and B are really separate for use of facilities; generally Heathlands serves BH and MHH & 

Court House Blofield. 
• Blofield short of sports facilities; the field at MHH is the only recreation ground in Blofield. B Heath 

relatively better served at Heathlands.  More space for fewer people. 
• The football club and tennis club mean space for 'recreation ground' is reduced at MHH. 
• Relocate the dedicated sports facilities and then look at how the space could be used: over time 

replace the hall with a new one; immediately re-cycle the football club-house into another community 
facility with playgroup the lead user; enhance the recreation ground – more facilities such as 
skateboarding area, an all-weather area ? 

• MHH is at heart of village and is a good location for a village hall. 
• Improve provision and access for anyone with a disability. 
• Involve people moving into the village – see them as new blood for the various groups and 

committees.  
• Is Blofield 'a village'? Does it have a centre? People interact at the shops, library, school, post office, 

pub, the clubs  - can this be reinforced? In reality for many residents it is a base for commuting; 
lifestyles may make developing the traditional sense of village identity difficult? 

 
Transport & Connectivity: what is needed? 
 

• Crossing points – at surgery, at the shops by Garden Road. 
• Practical cycleway to Thorpe and edge of city – using the roads north of N Heath? 
• One way system between traffic lights and Doctor's Road, then allow parking on one side of The 

Street within the one-way section. 
• Off-street parking – but where and would people use it? 
• Radical changes to The Street – consider changes to road & pavement surfaces and markings, 

traffic signs & priorities to calm traffic. Look at experiments elsewhere? 
• Radical change to traffic flow and the village infrastructure – relocate school. Build a new school, 

with extensive grounds,  with both available for community uses as well as education. Recognise 
that population growth will continue and a new school will be needed so be proactive. A field on 
Lingwood Road could be a site as could the community land being acquired by the parish? Accept 
that current school site is redeveloped but insist done sympathetically and retain some open space 
by A47. 

• Cycleway and footpath between B & BH. 
• Encourage some development in BH to relieve pressure on B e.g. any second medical practice. 

 
The discussion took about an hour and really needed longer.  It took time for people to warm-up and start 
talking. 
 
Everyone was encouraged to send in any thoughts/ideas/comments at any time by email or via the blog. 
 
May be worth asking the committee if it has any further comments. 
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